
Through thought leadership, leveraging Dualos’ deep domain subject 
matter expertise, we take an engineering consultative approach to 
support R&D efforts through production and maintenance.

Dualos has established itself as a proven program acquisition 
management organization driving unneeded cost out of the supply 
chain through supplier management, PO consolidation, vendor
consolidation, kitting, integration and warehouse staging. Leveraging 
electronic workflow and e-commerce solutions Dualos provides 
customers with real-time information from PO through product
delivery, flanked with key performance indicators eliminating potential 
risk from the supply chain. Dualos works closely with Programs and 
Buyers revealing future demand and predictability. Customers
and OEM partners alike rely on Dualos for order management, 
transparent communications and supply chain management resulting 
in exceptional Supplier Score Cards.
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Differentiators

As a business development specialist, Dualos partners with the largest 
and most respected Test & Measurement Instrumentation and Control, 
Avionics Test and Simulation and Mil/Aero RFCommunications Test 
and Assurance solutions to deliver the best value to our customers.

Established 12 years ago, Dualos provides guidance and leadership 
in supply chain management and risk mitigation through managed 
workflow and oversight. Dualos has the financial strength to manage 
any level of purchase supported by a robust infrastructure enabling us 
to serve as a prime, sub-prime or centralized supplier consolidator.

Past performance is an excellent indicator of future success. Dualos 
strives for 100% quality in all we do by constantly reviewing and 
improving QMS processes with relentless scrutiny. Customers continue 
to recognize Dualos as; Excellent, Superior, Outstanding, and Gold 
within their respective Supplier Quality Management Systems.
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